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obstacle to cultural and scientific relations, and what is
still more serious, VOKS grossly damages Russian prestige
abroad.
One or two things VOKS does well. It acts as hostess to
distinguished official guests of the U.S.S.R. The official
guest is met at the airfield by VOKS. He has a charming
and efficient young lady, who speaks excellent English,
attached to him for all his waking hours. By day VOKS
conducts him around creches, museums, and hospitals.
By night VOKS takes him to the ballet, the theatre, the
opera. VOKS sees that there are wine and cigarettes in his
room at the hotel, and gives him a couple of thousand
roubles to spend in the shops. And if the visitor is very
distinguished, VOKS takes him to Tashkent, to Kiev, to
Leningrad. It may even arrange for his portrait to be
painted. Occasionally VOKS arranges concerts or readings
in honour of foreigners. The intelligentsia of Moscow
and the diplomatic corps are invited to an evening of
English songs, or a recital by Menuhin, or a reading of
Priestley. Then the foreigner may meet Prokofiev and
chat with Ilya Ehrenburg, over wine and rich cream cakes,
during the interval. Finally VOKS produces an immense
amount of information in foreign languages and sends it
all over the world. The Friends of the Soviet Union in
London and New York, the Russian-Australian Society
in Melbourne and Sydney—people of goodwill toward
Russia—draw from this perpetually flowing conduit of
slick propaganda. VOKS excels in these somewhat
flippant occupations. But as a window through which the
foreigner can see into Russia it has two serious drawbacks:
it is rose-coloured; and it is frosted.
Either because it does not possess the proper facilities,
or because it is acting under instructions from above, VOKS
is of little help to the long-term visitor to Russia who
wishes to gain a scholarly understanding of some aspect of
Soviet society. The long-term visitor, having been
specifically instructed by the Soviet Government to make

